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A Little Ray of Light
Those who migrate do so because at home they die of hunger
Because in their land they are in danger
Because they think about their children, their parents, their family
Because they hope for a better future.
The road is full of stones that burn.
Full of thorns that tear the skin.
And when you arrive they beat you, threaten you, humiliate you,
lock you up.
This notebook is to recognize you as a whole person
To give voice to your suffering, your life, your love.
And give you, even simply this, a small ray of light.

In this notebook we are going to show you some ideas that can give
you a few moments of relief, a haven of peace.
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A Brief History of
Sunflowers
Did you know that sunflowers turn to the sun for warmth?
And when they don’t find even a ray of sunlight, they turn towards
other sunflowers to receive energy ... they don’t stay crestfallen, they
look at each other.
Did you know that if a sunflower falls...
It just needs enough water or a stick to lean on to stand proud again.
Did you know that sunflowers migrate?
Every year they find themselves in a new place, even a few feet from
where they started… they look for the best land for themselves.
Did you know that sunflowers feed animals?
Sunflower seeds are very healthy for the heart and mind and are rich
in nutrients.
Did you know that the flower of a sunflower is made up of many tiny
flowers?
They are a symbol of union and show us the beauty and power of our
union.
We are all like sunflowers.
We seek warmth and love. We find energy in connection with other
people. We need enough food and support. We migrate to find a
better life. We support, nurture and find power within unity.
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After the journey that you have experienced and the circumstances
that you continue to live through, it is very likely that you will feel
some of these things.
We want you to know that these reactions are a response to your
situation, they are normal and that you are not alone.
• Nightmares or difficulty sleeping
• Feeling very tense
• Difficulty remembering facts, dates, details or events
• Fear or hypervigilance of the things and people around you
• Feeling desensitized or disconnected
These reactions are very normal and are your mind’s way of trying
to protect you as you go through these traumatic experiences. If you
notice these symptoms, take a moment to know:
That your body wants to protect you.
That what happened to you was not your fault.
That you have made the necessary decisions for yourself and your
family.
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On the next few pages are activities that you can do alone or with
your children to process your experiences and practice ways to calm
their body and mind. You don’t need to complete the exercises in
order, just choose the ones you prefer. We encourage you to use
this notebook as an opportunity to do something that gives you a
glimmer of light.

My House, My Limits
Below is a picture of a house.
Inside the house we invite you to draw or write the things that you
do want to have in your life-- like the people you love, the things that
make you feel safe, etc. Outside the house we invite you to draw or
write about the limits you want to have in your life so that people or
things that are unsafe in your life are left outside.
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Eres valiente.

You are brave.
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Ideas you can
sh are with your
children:
• It is okay to cry.
• It is okay to laugh.
• It is okay to playing.
• It is okay to be afraid.
• It is okay to say, “I love you.”
• It is okay to express love.
• It is okay to dream.
• It is okay to feel anger.
• It is okay to have wishes.
• It is okay to dream.
• It is worth having courage.
• It is okay to want to have friends.
• It is okay to hope.
• It is okay to be who you are
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Breathing
When we are nervous or anxious it is difficult to breathe. Here are
two exercises that can help you breathe.
First, we invite you to trace the waves with your finger. When the
wave goes up, inhale, when the wave goes down, exhale. Do this as
slowly as possible. Imagine that you can hear the sound of the sea
with each wave.

Now, we invite you to breathe with this square. You can follow
instructions as you draw this square. Draw this painting in the air
or however you like. You can also trace the picture in the air with
your finger touching your child’s.

Breathe.

HOLD...2...3...4

EXHALE...2...3...4

HOLD...2...3...4

INHALE...2...3...4
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No One Can Take This Away
In the heart, write or draw things that no one can take away from
you.
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Sometimes scary, sad, or difficult things happen to us in life. We
invite you to say this phrase out loud: “This happened to me, but it is
not what I am.”

What I Like About Myself
En el espejo puedes escribir o dibujar las partes de tu identidad que
son importantes para ti.

I valuedeofmimyself:
Valoro
misma:
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The Light in the Darkness
Sometimes we have experiences that make us feel like we are in the
dark. They can be confusing experiences, causing us fear and anxiety.
Sometimes it helps us to remember the things that give us hope in
these difficult times.
We invite you to decorate the candle with pictures or words of the
things in life that give you hope.
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Self-Compassion
In difficult times we often think negative things and we tend to blame
ourselves for the negative things we are experiencing. If you wish, we
invite you to write a letter with the words of support that at this time
would make you feel better about yourself.
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Porque una mujer también merece libertad, y no sólo del cuerpo, sino
Because a woman also deserves freedom, and not only of the body, but of
del alma. Soy mujer y merezco el cielo que quiera escoger.
the soul. I am a woman and I deserve the heaven that I want to choose.
-Jarhar Pacheco

-Jarhar Pacheco
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The Garden
Imagine that you are a garden.
What is in your garden?

What gives your garden aroma?

Who waters your garden?

What gives shade to your garden?

Who gives light to your garden?

What protects your garden?

Who feeds your garden?

What threatens your garden?

What gives your garden color?

What is around your garden?

Now draw your garden:
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United By the Same Sky
Even when we are not close to our loved ones, we know that if we
look up at the sky we can see the same stars as them. We invite you
to draw the sky and the stars that make you feel connected to the
people you love.
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The Five Senses
What grounds me to life is:
Seeing _____________________________
Hearing ________________________
Smelling ____________________________
Tasting __________________________
Touching ___________________________
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The Tree
We invite you to imagine that you are a tree.
Draw…
The roots that connect you with the earth.
The things that nourish and feed you.
The trunk that contains your heart and strength.
The branches that stretch into the sky.
The leaves and fruits that you offer to the world.
The sky and the sun that give you life.
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Never
givepor
upvencida
Nunca
te des
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If this is the end of this arduous path, we invite you to write or draw
how your journey has been using this bridge:

origin

journey

destination
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Now we invite you to draw the paths that open to you …
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When we have lived difficult things, it helps us to land in the present.
We invite you to mark where your path began and where you are
today:

source: worldatlas.com
Today is _____________ [month] of the year ______________
______________ months have passed since I left my situation
I started in ___________________ [country]
Now I am in ______________________ [country]
I have traveled _________________ [kilometers]
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Resources
Below we have listed information about mental health, trauma,
domestic violence, as well as some resources and helplines.
National Domestic Violence Hotline
La Linea Nacional contra la Violencia Domestica
1-800-799-7233
National Suicide Prevention Hotline
La Linea Nacional de Prevención del Suicidio
Español: 1-888-628-9454
English: 1-800-273-8255
National Sexual Assault Hotline
La Linea Nacional contra Asalto Sexual
1-800-656-4673
RAICES number to connect with resources:
1-800-409-2893

Map of the United States

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/U.S._state
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What is trauma?
If this is the end of this terrible journey, we want to offer you the following information:
Trauma is the response of our brain and body to an experience that is too
intense for us. It can be the result of having suffered different types of
violence or having witnessed it.
Each person reacts in different ways to traumatic experiences; it is an
individual process. However, there are some typical reactions that you
may be having.
Common reactions to trauma include:
•

Nightmares or trouble sleeping

•

Reliving the traumatic event

•

Intrusive memories of the traumatic event

•

Fear of things related to the traumatic event (images, gestures,
sounds, food, faces, etc.)

•

Easily startled and intense reactions to everyday stimuli

•

A state of hypervigilance

•

Difficulty concentrating

•

Feeling irritability and outbursts of rage

•

Losing interest in previously enjoyable activities

•

Difficulty having positive feelings / emotions such as joy or love

•

Difficulty remembering facts, details, or events in an orderly manner

•

Mistrust in people

•

Rapid pulse

•

Tension

In addition to these responses, children can:
•

Revert to previous stages of development such as: urinating,
difficulties with language

•

Demonstrate greater or lesser attachment

•

Have learning difficulties

•

Have behavioral challenges
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Have you noticed any of these reactions? The first step is to
understand how we are feeling. Below is a drawing of the body that
shows some common reactions to trauma.

sientoaffects
el trauma
mi cuerpo...
HowComo
trauma
the enbody
frown, headache
overwhelmed, stressed

tight chest

intrusive memories,
insecurity
clenched jaw
heavy heart, grief,
loss, abandonment,
loneliness
muscles contract

racing pulse

restlessness, nausea,
butterflies in the
stomach, anxiety, loss
of control

clenched fists, anger,
feeling out of control,
hypervigilance, isolation

Tight calves,
numbness, frozen,
feeling trapped,
wanting to run
restless,
wanting to run
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HowComo
I feel
trauma
in my body...
siento
el trauma
en mi cuerpo...
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What is Domestic Violence?
Abuse and violence are mechanisms of power and control designed
and implemented by men and systems that abuse for their own profit
and benefit.

My dear woman,
I want you to know that every hit, humiliation, assault, or
discrimination that you have experienced has been the sole and
exclusive fault of whoever decided to look at you as less than the
wonderful human being that you are.
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